
SOLO WOMAN MAGAZINE 

WRITER’S GUIDELINES 

Do you have a passion for speaking to the hearts of Black women? So, do we…with a twist! 

Welcome to the surrogate voice and platform for bold, tenacious and perfectly independent 

Single Black Women…We are a movement all by ourselves! 

SOLO Woman is looking for eye-opening, thought-provoking, cool, smart, articulate, and 

insightful articles that celebrate, inform, encourage, motivate, and entertain. Our readers our 

savvy single women who love anything that adds pizzazz to their undeniable boss solo lifestyle. 

Engage her in business, beauty trends and techniques, parenting, travel, sex, love and 

relationships. Speak to her about her political savviness and financial ambitions. Come. Let’s 

celebrate and expand the mind, spirit and strengths of this powerful woman.  

If you’d like to pitch to the Magazine, please think about what section of the Magazine would 

be the best fit for your ideas. Article length varies between 650 and 3000 words. Features are 

between 2,000 and 3,000 words and vary in format: interviews, reported pieces, and critical 

essays. All articles should offer a balance of personal insight, analysis, and expert opinion.  

 

GET TO KNOW SOLO WOMAN – WHAT WE TALK ABOUT 

Minding My Own Business - SOLO Woman of the Month   

This section features women who are courageous, tenacious and inspiring leaders and 

celebrated in their fields. These women are often “firsts” and are making strides and opening 

doors and forging paths for women who are following the paths she has paved and barriers she 

has broken through. At the end of the year our readers chose our SOLO Woman of the 

Year…It’s her world!  

Total Woman   

This section accepts queries for beauty, fashion and health trends.  

SOLO Parenting   

This section accepts ideas on advice, resources and tips for the single parent and her children.  

Sanctuary  

This section accepts ideas on home decorating, home repair and recipes.  

Power of One  

This section accepts queries for financial and real estate trends and consumer news.  



Wings Up 

This section accepts queries for travel destinations, entertainment calendars and culture.  

Fruit of Her Spirit  

This section accepts queries for personal testimonies and inspirational poems and writings.  

Voices   

This section accepts queries for profiles of artists, authors and musicians through books, music 

and screen.   

We appreciate your interest in writing for SOLO Woman Magazine. Please submit a one-page 

query letter that conveys your story ideas. Queries should convey that the writer understands 

the editorial content of SOLO Woman Magazine and proposed article length.   

Please submit queries, along with writing samples, via e-mail to: 

editor@solowoman.com. Please include your daytime telephone number and 

email. 

Get Your SOLO Woman On! 

 


